Case Medical, Inc.* offers a full line of disposable and other ancillary products, designed for the **SteriTite®** and other DIN-Sized container systems.

### FOR STEAM STERILIZATION

**KSZ-SCS01**: **SteriTite® Tamper-Evident Seals**
(1000 per case) Disposable plastic lock available in three primary colors.

**KSZ-SCF01**: **SteriTite® Disposable Paper Filters**
(1000 per case) 100% Cellulose and water repellant. 7.5" Round

**KSZ-SFCM01**: **SteriTite® Disposable Paper Filters**
(1000 per case) 100% Cellulose and water repellant. 10"x4" rectangular

**KSZ-SCL01**: **SteriTite® Dual Process Indicator Cards**
(1000 per case) ID card with a dual-indicator dot. Use for steam.

**KSZ-SCL02**: **SteriTite® Dual Indicator Cards, Small**
(1000 per case) A dual purpose indicator strip with room for process identification. Use for steam sterilization. 8" Long with perforation to reconfigure to two 4" long indicator strips.

**KSZ-SCS01W**: **SteriTite® Tamper-Evident Seals**
(1000 per case) Disposable plastic lock available in white for H2O2/STERRAD® Sterilization.

**KSZ-SCF02**: **SteriTite® Polypro Disposable Filter**
(1000 per case) Hydrophobic non-woven polypropylene, highly recommended for use in H2O2/STERRAD® Sterilization 7.5" Round.

**KSZ-SCL02**: **SteriTite® Polypro Disposable Filter**
(1000 per case) Hydrophobic non-woven polypropylene, highly recommended for H2O2/STERRAD® Sterilization 10"x4"

**KSZ-SCLH2O23**: **SteriTite® Load Cards, Large**
Process Indicator cards (1000 per case) Use for H2O2/STERRAD® Sterilization.

**KSZ-SCLH2O24**: **SteriTite® Load Cards, Small**
Process Indicator cards (1000 per case) for mini and narrow SteriTite containers: SC02,3M(G) & SC02,3N(G). Use for H2O2/STERRAD® Sterilization.

**Note**: Medical grade paper or cellulosic materials are NOT to be used for H2O2/STERRAD.

### FOR H2O2/STERRAD STERILIZATION

**KSZ-SCS01**: **SteriTite® Tamper-Evident Seals**
(1000 per case) Disposable plastic lock available in three primary colors.

**KSZ-SCF01**: **SteriTite® Disposable Paper Filters**
(1000 per case) 100% Cellulose and water repellant. 7.5" Round

**KSZ-SFCM01**: **SteriTite® Disposable Paper Filters**
(1000 per case) 100% Cellulose and water repellant. 10"x4" rectangular

**KSZ-SCL01**: **SteriTite® Dual Process Indicator Cards**
(1000 per case) ID card with a dual-indicator dot. Use for steam.

**KSZ-SCL02**: **SteriTite® Dual Indicator Cards, Small**
(1000 per case) A dual purpose indicator strip with room for process identification. Use for steam sterilization. 8" Long with perforation to reconfigure to two 4" long indicator strips.

**Note**: SteriTite tamper evident seals and load cards are available with a process indicator. However, the white tamper evident seal SCS01W does not come with a process indicator. Utilize the corresponding load card for H2O2/STERRAD Sterilization which includes the process indicator for monitoring external endpoint response.

To select appropriate tamper evident seal, choose one of the following:

- **B**=Blue for Steam
- **W**=White for H2O2/STERRAD sterilization
- **BH**=Orange for biohazard

---

*Includes process indicator

Manufactured for KARL STORZ Endoscopy-America, Inc. by

KARL STORZ Endoscopy-America, Inc., 2151 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo, Ca 90245 Phone: (800) 421-0837 Fax: (800) 321-1304

---

*Includes process indicator